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THE GARDEN WHISTLE

CGRG President’s Ramblings
Hello all, welcome to the new world
Well the madness is not quite over yet and after some
of the scenes we saw on TV I wonder if it is just
beginning
I now understand why dogs get excited when
something passes in front of their house.
I, like quite a few, when level 3 was announced
looked to get items to carry on with projects
I had just ran out of glue and timber strips to
continue with my track build
After two attempts the system accepted my login and
password then allowed me to order and pay then pick
a time to uplift
I did that for a Monday then got a your item is ready
for pick up on the Sunday afternoon. It was surreal
driving into town and picking it up
Like some I used the lift to level 2 to uplift a
purchased locomotive and then arranged for visits to
family members
I have had a couple of visitors myself and we kept
the distance, I must find a new greeting.
Many positive comments made as the railway is
taking shape, The features are staring to stand out
and plenty of potential for future landscaping can be
seen
That said I sent my 1/20.3 loco around the line and
found I have to adjust the tunnel oh ever so slightly
as it just does not fit. Close oh so close but tunnel
says no
Also while my electrical Guru was onsite for
management conference and a catch up he had to
explain how electricity works and why I do not need
4 isolators where I put them but in another location
because He knows best ( which he does and I will do
as told) we positioned the final bridge and placed
track for logging line. That looks silly came to mind
then, Oh that does not work, trains do not turn 90
degrees.
After an hour of how about this and that a solution
was decided upon and which I have started to build.
Add a different set of bridges and location add a
tunnel and bobs your uncle. Lets see how long this
takes to rectify shall we. I have started with the base
and now need to lay track and support the tunnel,
then rock work, tunnel facing and bridge
supports.Hmmmmm.

As mentioned in that last ramblings for those who
read the Newsletter and not just look at the pictures
I have made an effort to contact everyone on the list
and to say hello, how are you, Are you safe and well
within your bubble and what projects have you been
working on. Well some calls where short and some
went up to an hour. I enjoyed it very much as talking
about our hobby is a great thing. Due to changes in
phone numbers I was not able to contact all
members. Please complete and return the update
form sent out so that we have your correct details.
Quite a few people had views on the AGM and the
consensus is we will wait until level one when we
can be confident not one will be at risk, I myself
cannot put anyone at risk, life is too precious .
In our what’s on the workbench and what’s he been
up to this time, lots has been happening, keep it up
everyone. It is inspirational to see what others can
do. We are looking at creating a simple kit to learn
skills for building larger ones. This project is still
under development.
You will see that I have done a wee bit on the
layout, but most of my work in the last four weeks
has been painting of rolling stock, photographing
rolling stock and cataloguing , up to 129 items and
counting
The idea to create a list of all items, value purchase
and potential sale price and add notes, like type of
coupler manufacturer etc, later I will do the buildings
and other structures , control gear and track
I have done this after having to deal with Graham’s
Collection. When completed I will offer this to
anyone who wants it for free (just a simple spread
sheet) probably at next convention where I can show
it to those interested.
I have also started going through all the storage
boxes and relocating items within Garage (yes I am a
sucker for punishment) This I have done several
times and each time I get closer to what I want to
achieve within the space I have to play with (watch
this space) I have also once catalogued repacked my
rolling stock into storage boxes and relocated them in
the upstairs (read loft) space in the roof. While this
has been an exercise in itself I have found lost items,
items I forgot I had and items I have not seen since
placed in the box for shifting over three years ago
What I have realised is that my railway will not have
its full compliment of rolling stock on it till I have
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built the storage shed (next summer’s project ) due
to the time it takes to collect from up in the loft take
down, outside unpack place on track, then when
done the opposite. Having done this to photograph
the first 60 items for the catalogue. NO.
Funny thing also I am back at work , well 80% on
my project work, for which I am grateful , but it does
get in the way of hobby time .

I am glad our hobby and members are in such good
spirits, was it not wonderful to see our friend in
Auckland on the news. I would have sent a banner
about the club. His layout is awesome and I enjoyed
the future planned work.
Take Care, Love the ones you are with and think
happy Train thoughts everyone
Yours in Ramblings , Wilson

What’s he up to Now?
Andrew Wilson, West Melton

This shot shows the reconfigured sawmill site, it allows for logs to be dropped off and wagon loads of sawn
timber to be switched out
You can also see the newly built formation of the coal branch raised higher than the main on the outside edge,
I stopped when I ran out of glue and timber
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This shows the work done since we last wrote of the railway, the inside of the curve has been built up and the
formation of the logging railroad built, rock face and cuttings, climbing around and over itself
Due to design issues ( it did not work) I have had to relocate where the logging line will cross itself and the
mainline, the coal branch having to be put into a tunnel

This is Princess Calliope or her Royal Highness as she likes to be addressed She is the Cat Controller, was on
the last layout also
Everything built must pass her rub and weight test, so all is well built.
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Father & Son Lockdown Project
Andrew & Oliver Hamers, Christchurch
Oliver and I both have Bachmann Speeders, Mine
being a recent purchase his being a little older.
During the lockdown having some spare time and not
having materials/finance to start the new railway we
thought we could still have a go at building
something for it.
Having watched others working with Styrene, mostly
Kerry Paterson working on his projects over
lockdown provided the inspiration to get going. So,
having some sheet and strip styrene that I bought
many years ago we took the plunge using the
materials to hand having previously only dabbled in
model building we got stuck in.
The building is based on a HO plan multiplied by 3 to
get to 1:29. The walls and roof are all sheet styrene
with the walls having strips glued on to provide the
board and batten look. The floors and doors are all

individual strips with handles made from box staples.
The power pole is cedar, I am not happy with its
thickness so will have another attempt and thin it
down.
While in lock down we ordered a paper crippler
which arrived shortly before the end of lockdown.
This will be used to make corrugated roofing from
L&P cans.
I am also experimenting with making our own
hinges, A technique I found on YouTube. With me
going back to work things have slowed down now
but we are on the finishing home stretch and look
forward to getting it done. It’s been a great
experience having a go and with Oliver keeping a
watchful eye and helping as we go, I am pleased with
the results so far.
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The Canterbury Constructors Group
Freight Shed Construction
Members of the Christchurch Garden Railway Group
have been working on the construction of D & R G
style freight sheds. The body of the shed is 3mm ply
cut to size , with windows and door openings routed
out by Dennis Lindsay.
The cladding of board and batten was attached to the
ply

Photo: Bill Stanley
Photo: Bill Stanley

The doors and windows were 3D printed by Ian Galbraith.
The two below were assembled by Bill Stanley and
the other by Kabita Whale.
Chimneys have been printed and after painting will
be fitted
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Photo: Kabita Whale
Photo: Kabita Whale
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Photo: Kabita Whale

Photo: Kabita Whale
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Photo: Ian Galbraith

Photo: Ian Galbraith

Left: Chimney printed for the Canterbury Constructors Group Freight House project.
Right: Double chimney printed for Ian Galbraith’s “Shady Lady Saloon”
Both drawn and printed by Ian Galbraith
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From a Reader in U.S.A
Jerry Barnes, Newton, Kansas
Jerry dismantled and modified a Bachman “Emily” to represent a Stirling Single. Part of the modifications
included cutting out the openings in the wheel splash guards
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THE NEW RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES
Dean Farrow, Rangiora

The first article on this project was in the March 2018
issue of Garden Whistle.

which I have used in places as well, also spiked to the
ground with MS rod.

In the May 2018 issue there was a short piece about
the first unofficial run day at my new railway. The
track was at stage 1, just a dog bone shaped loop.

Due to the track being close to trees that shed their
leaves everywhere, I had an issue with clearing them
off the railway when I wanted to run trains. A plug in
leaf blower did a great job, but unfortunately it also
blew away the fine gravel ballast I had used.

Since then I have progressed to a figure of eight loop
with two side tracks for my Model T railcar. It
includes a bridge which I had installed at our
previous home layout.
Having recently pulled down a chimney to make way
for an en-suite, I had a good supply of bricks. These
were used as general track edging, as well as the side
supports for my embankments leading up to the
bridge. Other edging is 25 x 50 timber spiked to the
ground with lengths of MS rod at appropriate
spacing. My son had spare white plastic fencing rails

Ian Galbraith had demonstrated an acrylic bonding
compound, Cemix, at a run day at his layout. I
purchased some of it and experimented using it to
hold the ballast together. Trials using the leaf blower
proved successful, so I proceeded to work my way
around the whole layout.
In a much earlier Garden Whistle I described a
working turntable which I developed to use in
conjunction with my battery operated Model T along
with a balloon loop.

The final layout plan
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Old bricks forming the embankments, with concrete infill. The wooden blocks are to support and attach the
track.
The basic concept is
that the railcar has a
reed switch between
the rear wheels that
controls
its
operation. Also, a
magnet
hanging
between the front
wheels triggers the
operation of the turn
table and also the
two points leading
to the side tracks.
I have incorporated
both
of
these
features into the
new layout, so that
the Model T shares
the main line. Its
running is therefore
fully
automatic.
Details of my Model
T, Fiat rail car and
Turntable, feature
on
Deanshobbies.info.

Track laying with weed mat and ballast.
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Wooden edging, spiked down with MS rods.

Cemix being sprayed onto ballast. A 4:1 mixture with water was used.
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Turntable in place on siding.

A programmable PicAxe chip is triggered by a reed switch
set between the rails. The motor turns the drum and pulls
the cord, to change the point direction. A spring returns the
point to normal after a short delay..
Point control box, with Gel Cell battery and
actuator.
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Fiat passing the water feature. A submersible pump in a bucket sunk into the ground, under the feature,
circulates water over the waterfalls.

View of the railway and bridge.
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A New Beginning
Kabita Whale, Lincoln

Mass destruction of The Motukarara Line

Son Cynric on the digger.
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In April 2018 the time came to downsize from our
large lifestyle block to a tiny one . David thought I’d
be sad to see my garden railway go, which I was!!
Dismantling it of course was a major mission, Dennis
Lindsay & John Lammiman did a stint on track
dismantling, two sons helped with the heavy work.
The polystyrene was a headache requiring a super hot
fire , the rocks/concrete being “contaminated “ with
wire was another source of contention when the guy
collected the skip. Much raking , some grass seed &
all signs of the railway were gone.

Forward to 2019 , after some deliberation work began
on the new railway. I decided to go for an all wood
totally raised track bed for easy of use & removal ...at
a later date! All credit to master planner Dennis
Lindsay & in house woodworker David Whale. This
railway is 50 ft x 50 ft & will be the same theme as

Albi does a stint of rock bashing.
my previous one i.e. based loosely on Rio Grande , so
looking forward to creating the rocks as well as
running a train.

New beginnings. Posts in
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Progress onto joists
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Dennis, on the right, and husband David testing out curve one

One loop in.
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Progress on “The Pirfic Railway”
Bill Stanley, Lincoln

Above: New trestle in position.
landscaping still work in progress

Final

Left: New low level entry from “Pirfic
Station” building
Below: Retaining wall nearing completion
and roadway under construction. “Pirfic
Station” building in background. Trains can
be run into the building through two levels
for storage
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Making it through Lock down – the Tram
Lloyd Dickens, Masterton

On entering lock down I knew I had a lot of projects
to do but had not realised how reliant I was on being
able to purchase items to keep the projects moving
forward.
Slowly I ran out of bits for this project then the next.
On my DCC project I blew a component up which I
had not purchased a spare because Jaycar was my
spares store. With Jaycar and everyone else closed
that part of the project was hobbled.
I have decided to write about my Tram project even
though that is also partly stalled.
Those that came to Castletown during the convention
will have seen a tram running automatically up and
down the tramway, that is after Murray Bold made
some adjustments to the magnet locations. The Tram
project was a joint effort between Murray and myself.
I designed and build the tram and Murray designed
and built the electronics to control the tram.
More latter about the design and build but first the
control. The trams Control System detects magnets

and takes actions depending on their location and
spacing. In my layout the trams go up and down the
tramway, stopping at Stations and changing direction
at the end. At the station stops the doors open then 15
seconds latter close and the whistle goes then the
tram moves off. At the end station the overhead goes
around 180 degrees before the tram moves off in the
opposite direction.
The tram is designed from three views I have of the
trams and photographs. Isle of Man has three
identical trams, 19,20,21 that are straight sided and of
relatively simple design so I decided they would be
the trams I built.
I first drew up a design on a cheep software package
called TurboCAD. I learnt just what I need to do the
drawing required, learning as I went. I did have the
advantage of having used a work CAD station some
years ago so had a good idea what I had to learn.
CAD has the advantage of allowing precise sizing
and spacing of, for example windows. I sent the

Isle of Man Tram No.20
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Masking before painting
drawing to a friend who laser cuts model aircraft for a
business. He cut one set of parts in 1.5 mm ply.
Having completed that tram which is the one I have
operating at the moment I got two more cut.
Unfortunately while I had started work on these trams
I had not made much progress.
I came into the lockdown with the sides painted and
glued together but that was it.
The sides are the heart of the project as they have two
layers of ply. Each layer was masked then stained,
that masking removed and new masking put in place
and then the crimson part was painted. The process
was repeated and the white part painted. The two
layers where then glued together.
I started by gluing on the windows and stained the
interior, I then glued the sides together to make the
rectangle box which I then ensured fitted over the
floor also cut from 1.5 mm ply.
It was at this stage that I realised I had no 0.8mm ply
for the roof and detail I beam steel reinforcement on
the bottom of the floor. So I have come to stop there.
I can though build the 4 power bogies I need for the
two trams. These are made of brass strips I solder in a

jig built for the purpose. I am using four motor worm
gear boxes I purchased some time ago from
Ipenginnering (https://www.ipenginnering.com/).
To finish the project I need to install the electronics
and my own design sound system which uses
recorded sound triggered from the Bold Electronics.
Apart from the whistle I also have brake, and pump
sounds.
My other projects include finishing the Rushen
Castle. I have the outer wall turrets to build. Have
done all but one up to now and will have completed
them by the time you read this. The main Castle
entrance needs two round turrets to finish the job off.
It has taken me longer to build the model than they
took to build the real thing.
I am of course doing other jobs but they do not relate
to railways, like assembling a model aircraft ready
for when I am released, for an over 70
I do not think that will be before the end of May,
possibly even June.
See you on the other side.
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Assembly commences

The Power Bogie
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Assembled, apart from the roof

Creating the roof
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Dubh Eas Viaduct 2 – Fabricating the Spans
John Boyson – Pokeno

A trial fit of the spans to determine pier support locations.
This article has been prepared for joint publication in
the Garden Whistle and G1MRA NZ newsletter.
Photos provided by the author.

In the last article we left things with a box of fabricated sections for the spans. This time, the assembly of
these is covered.

The fibre cement sheet with the side span components ready to go and longitudinal plates tinned ready to fit
the end plates
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Assembling the longitudinal and end plates to form the side span lattice beam frames
As with the fabrication process, soldering was the
means of fastening the elements together.
The side spans were tackled first with the frame of
the lattice beams formed with the end plates and longitudinal sections soldered together. This was done
on a length of fibre cement board marked out with the
position of these together with the brace connection
points to ensure that the beams were assembled
squarely.
Once the 14 lattice beam frames were complete (two
for each of the seven spans), the braces were soldered
on. Since the metal expanded with the application of
heat (and contracted again when the heat dissipated)
it was important to allow things to cool down before
tackling the next connection. The frames were
clamped down to the fibre cement template to ensure

movement did not occur and the connections did not
distort the beam.
The next job was to connect each pair of beams together to form the individual side spans. Firstly the
shorter non fence support cross beams were soldered
in position again using a marked template on the fibre
cement board. Frequent checking and adjusting for
verticality of the main beams as necessary ensured
everything stayed true during this process.
Once the side spans were finished, they were set
aside and the main span was assembled following
broadly the same process except on a much larger
scale.

On the left, what happens when heat is applied to metal! This occurred whilst pre tinning the diagonal brace
joints on the longitudinal plates. Cooling down after each joint is made is vital. The clamps are another essential feature to prevent warping. They are also good heat sinks to prevent the unwanted spread of heat.
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Adding the braces. This was done from each end toward the centre. The tension braces were done first followed by the compression braces which lie over the tension braces. Note the pencil lines on the fibre cement
sheet to indicate the brace positions.

Having completed the bracing, the excess lengths were cut off and the top and bottom edges of the lattice
beams were filed smooth. Finally, the top and bottom longitudinal plates were soldered to complete the beams.
The plate was tacked on first and then the iron was drawn along the joint causing the solder to flow with it
through capillary action along the joint as shown on the right. Lots of flux and local heat is the key, but stopping every now and then, to let things cool down and avoid residual heat build-up is also important.

The top plate was added to complete the lattice beam. Finally 14 beams are stacked ready for the next stage.
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Soldering the short cross beams into place. Note the use of the square to check both horizontal and vertical
squareness.

Next, vertical cross bracing was added. This was formed with tee sections notched in the middle and bent into
a vee. These were soldered into the structure at the appropriate points. NB the span is upside down at this
point.

The final job was to add the bottom cross bracing to the underside of the beams. Again, during these last two
jobs, verticality was regularly checked to ensure the spans were not distorting. N.B. any movement after things
had cooled down was immediately corrected by gently adjusting the offending area. Brass is an excellent and
forgiving material for this being reasonably malleable.
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Assembling the main span lattice beams. Apart from being considerably larger than the side spans, they are
more complex having two sets of tension braces and frames for each beam. The compression braces lie between the two frames with the tension braces on the outside of each frame. On the right, a completed lattice
beam. One more to go for the other side of the span.

Cross bracing being added to connect the two lattice beams together. Only three cross beams were soldered
on the top temporarily to hold things together at this point.
One point of difference was that the cross beams on
top of the lattice beams were largely left at this point
apart from three that were temporarily tack soldered
in place to provide some rigidity. This is because, unlike the side spans, all these are the full width of the

fence line of the span which follows the curve of the
track. Aligning these was a complex process which
will be described more fully in the next article.
This will cover the superstructure which also includes
the viaduct deck infrastructure and fencing.
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From a Reader In Scotland
A Dream in the Making
Ochitildhu
Fraser Neilson, Glasgow
In the words of the late comedian, Max Bygraves, “I
wanna tell you a story” about an indoor layout in G
Scale and if you will bear with me whilst I go back a
couple of decades to explain its origins.
I was a Boys’ Brigade Officer in my local church,
working with boys of primary school age for 31 years
before bailing out in case I was classed as a dinosaur,
but I still have connections with them under the
current leadership.
With all such organisations fund raising was
paramount to financial stability and around 1980 I
started a Christmas Fair suggested by and assisted by
an active Parents Committee and this went on to be
very successful over many years and still takes place
to this day.
It was always necessary to think up new ideas and in
1988 after I got involved in G Scale I came up with
an idea to put two table tennis tables together (they
were on wheels and folded down for use and up for

storage) and laid an oval of track on them, wired it up
and invited patrons at a Christmas Fair to drive a train
for 10p. We made 30p!!! whilst everyone else just
stood and watched the trains go around.
We tried it again the following year and got 50p!!
with the same result, but undaunted, I moved it to
another hall, made base boards 4ft long x 6ft deep
making 16ft x 6ft and so began the town and railway
known as Dark Moor. It was a roundy, roundy
operation with fiddle yard behind the centre
backscene. We charged 50p entry for everyone and
whilst we did not break the bank, the income
rocketed, with folks coming back year on year to see
the progress.
Ok! So I could have made an annual donation and
put the trains away which would have been far
cheaper than trying to build in G Scale indoors,
whilst doing the same at the time outdoors but I
enjoyed too much to be sensible about it.

Adopted home, Stamperland Church, Glasgow
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Millport overall layout

Millport finishing touches
However, some 25 years later and a fully-fledged
layout, my friends and I felt that it had done its job
and as it was getting heavier each year and more
steps seem to have been added to the route down to
the storage cupboard, we decided to scrap it and use
much of it to make a smaller and lighter layout, and
so was born “Ochitildhu”
The name is derived from my head and is neither
Scottish nor even Gaelic so don’t go looking up
Highland locations for its name. It is a play on words,
and those of you who maybe know the mother
tongue, it is a Scottish way of saying “oh! It will do”

and that my friends is the manner and style of my
modelling skill.!!
It is still used at the BB Christmas Fair each year and
it still only costs 50p (NZ$1.01 at present) entry for
all, but as long as advertising for the Fair is done
properly, we can make a substantial contribution the
BB funds each year. It also now appears annually at
the Church Spring Fair and does equally well.
Additional donations are also made to us for our
efforts.
Having explained the background to its creation I
would like to tell you about its theme and what more
there is about this fictitious layout.
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Engineering train tools
Goods awaiting Saxon Puffer
I have been working on it for 5 years to date, and it is
a fiddle yard to terminal station using LGB Feldbahn
stock or “Field Railway” and operates in analogue
mode. A manually operated control panel is used for
all train and lighting arrangements. Trackwork is a

three-road fiddle yard behind the scenes at one end
and an island platformed station at the other with a
spur to the loco shed. I have 4 steam locos and two
diesels, 8 passenger coaches, 4 brake vans, 4 ex sugar
can wagons, 4 coal wagons, 2 tankers and a
maintenance train also consisting of 4 wagons, all
made from wood on LGB chassis which I got second
hand many years ago. It is fitted out with tools etc

The Puffer Saxon
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A harbour welcome, or murder
and is normally hauled by its own diesel loco. in
addition to the others.
It is digital and normally lives with the garden
railway stock but is the only train that is exchanged
between my layouts.
I have had the good fortune to get help from a group
of friends and relatives which has allowed me to
fulfil my wish of having this layout built, and
surprisingly it appeared at a model railway show in
Glasgow in a half-finished state in October 2018.
Since then it has been at two shows in 2019 and made
a guest appearance at Model Rail Scotland in
February 2020, the largest annual show in Scotland.
The real town it is based on is Millport which is
located on the Isle of Cumbrae on the lower reaches
of the river Clyde, some 30 miles south west of
Glasgow and 10 minutes by ferry from Largs on the

mainland. Millport is the only town on the island and
for the avoidance of doubt never had, nor will have, a
railway, although it does have a half hour bus and
ferry service 7 days a week all year round which is
enhanced during school and summer holidays. The
bus journey is 4 miles from the ferry to the town.
Millport is very famous for cycling and cycle hire
and is relatively safe for all You can find out more
about Millport on Google
There is an element of truth in the following tale, but
it has been embellished somewhat for the sake of this
adventure.
Many years ago, the Vikings came a visiting, but not
knowing it was Scotland, there was soon no trace of
them, no one knowing whatever happened to them
other than the odd pencil thin monument to be found
in Largs. The local community simply existed with
enough employment to keep it alive, but after the
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Engineering train for work on platform lights
wars, the tourism built up with the increase in
affordable means of transport, but before people
sought warmer climes elsewhere. The town itself

remains much as it was almost a century or more ago
with solidly built infrastructure.
Ochitildhu is also on a west of Scotland island, with
many of the buildings based on Millport which

The front street
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Peak hour at the station

The last train has gone
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Bakery, Newsagent and Fish & Chips

Model & reality

retains its Victorian era as much
as the modern world will allow,
but its claim to fame is also its
tourism, cycling and water
related
activities
for
holidaymakers and day trippers
alike.
Life existed in Ochitildhu
because of the granite quarry up
in the hills and this was worked
to death over many years when
the granite was used to make
curling stones and shipped off to
customers. Puffer boats were the
mainstay of this traffic in those
days and they enjoyed many
years of two-way trade with
outgoing granite and incoming
goods and services, until the
motor bus and car all but wiped it
out.
Eager to keep some of this trade
alive, a preserved puffer boat still
exists and is used for small goods
movements to neighbouring
places where piers and jetties no
longer exist as these P boats can
beach themselves and leave again
on the incoming tide. My boat
was purchased second hand from
a G Scaler in England.
There are no public service
vehicles operating in Ochitildhu
but there is a preserved Bedford
OB bus which runs for the
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benefit
of
locals, and is
operated on a
not for profit
basis.
After
the
quarry closed,
the
railway
became
a
tourist
attraction and
although it no
longer runs to
the quarry it
transports
people to the
main town of
Thistledhu,
calling only at
Thatildhu en
route to the
ferry.
The
quarry,
having filled
with rainwater
in about a
week, (oh yes
it did! This is
the west of
Scotland
remember!!!)
the locals saw
it as an ideal
source for a
water supply
to the town
and
so
it
became
for
many
years
until demand
outstripped
supply
and
water had to
be piped in
from further
afield.
The
water in the
quarry is now

Inside Fairhaven Hotel lounge

Inside Fairhaven Hotel lounge
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full of golf balls struck off course from the nearby The Bedford OB bus is a Sun Star production and
was repainted and lettered by my son, adding the
golf course
And so, to the layout construction. It was constructed correct registration number for one of their former
using plywood and 2” x 1” framework (The only buses that was running in Millport for several years.
meters I have are for Gas and Electricity) to a size of The company was and still is called Millport Motors.
4ft x 2ft 6 ins. Metal “A” frame folding legs were The monument was created again by my son, using a
purchased to support it. It is a simple track layout Pola base intended for a grave yard and a soldier
operated by an LGB10 2.5amp Gaugemaster from the Bachman range. He also made the hill which
controller with an additional Hornby plug in contains the Indian rock face, which is to be found on
transformer for 12-volt lighting.
the island.
The street scene is mostly low relief buildings made There are three rock outcrops which over the years
from foam board, whilst the railway related buildings have made Millport famous. The Lion Rock which is
such as the station, signal box and loco shed are all an outcrop on the side of a hill dating way, way back
16mm/G Scale. I bought the signal box, second hand and has only been stabilised by man to retain it. The
and the station and toilet block was bought new and Indian and Crocodile rocks are also natural, which
assembled for me by a friend who wanted to keep my someone then painted, as to them, they looked like a
previous Dark
Moor building
as a straight
swop which I
had
initially
asked him to
cut down in
length to fit
Ochitildhu.
The
church
was a readymade
kit
purchased
some
years
earlier but not
used in the
garden.
The
cottage
was
full size and
used on Dark
Moor until my
son
volunteered to
half it to make
it low relief. I
then reworked
it and added
features using
the
foam
board.
All the scenery
was created by
my son and
me.
The Fruit & Vege Shop. The longest to fit out
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crocodile and an Indian face. Whether or not they had
had a few pints beforehand or not, is pure conjecture.
The paintwork has been maintained by volunteers ever
since. In hindsight I am not so sure that the Indian face
on the layout means much to anyone who does not know
Millport so I am considering making a model of a café
on the other side of the island to swop over depending
on where the layout is being shown.
Taking a tour around Ochitildhu, after leaving the hotel
or pub next door, or the hotel across the way, or all of
them, and not wandering out to the harbour, we find the
station. Incoming locos await their train being shunted
by the pilot loco from the adjacent loco shed to the other
line, releasing the incoming loco for shed attention
before repeating the procedure with the next incoming
train. The track around the station and loco shed has
isolation sections to allow only one loco to move at any
one time but allows up to 5 locos to stand in the area and
shed, if need be.
There is no run round facility, so each incoming loco
multi tasks with passenger and goods stock and carries
out shunting moves as required. On occasion the loco
shed line is used as a head shunt. The line is signalled
with colour light signals especially made for the layout,
but they would not be suitable for outdoors. A drawback
of the sighting of one signal is its close proximity to the
level crossing, but it’s Ochitildhu and no rivets exist on
this layout.
Once over the crossing, the only road through the town,
a departing train enters a tunnel, never to be seen again
by a layout viewer. It enters the three-track fiddle yard
and is man handled for a future return journey.
Having been shown how to use foam board as a source
of building material, I set about constructing pavements
etc. and was quite pleased with progress, even if
eternally slow and not quite squared or rounded,
however, when it came to making buildings, even
remotely like a real one, I became stuck when I realised
that cutting out squares for windows and resizing for
scale was quite unashamedly beyond me at that juncture.
Now I had realised this before I embarked on this
project, but a friend said that he would be happy to help
and so an unwritten contract was drawn up and sealed
over a cup of tea and a sticky bun, down in Rochdale
near Manchester in the north of England to not only
make some outline shells, but to show me “how it is
done”
One by one, I received the shells of the buildings,
complete with roof, tiles, and side walls, some painted,
some with or without windows for fitting after painting,

but remarkably like the real buildings, and from there I
set about painting, signing, window construction and
fitting out. Adding curtains and furniture to some of the
rooms of the flats above the shops, internal and street
lighting and adding roads and detail to the surrounding
environment, some of the latter with help. This part I
thoroughly enjoy doing, even to excess on reflection. I
was also delighted with the results and the ability of
someone to do such a thing from such a distance and
have no knowledge of the real location.
Several visits to the real location were necessary for
photographic purposes, which was no hardship, where I
often found myself taking pictures of slabbed pavements
outside the shops, measuring the odd window of a shop
when no one was around, which is quite often in this
town off season, with, or without permission, and
gradually the buildings I wanted were constructed. They
are not all in the same position as in reality, but they are
certainly recognisable by people who have visited this
place over the years and so the pleasure of watching
their reaction when they put two and two together is
personal and enjoyable, unless my grandson, in his
excitement, tells them before they even come through
the door
Many aspects of construction have been done either by
me or others and I am eternally grateful for all their
advice, their enthusiasm and their talents in making this
layout a reality, and who must not go unrecognised.
Andrew
Moorhouse,
Initial
planning
and
photography, Mike Duffy, for foam board
construction and education, Kevin Glasgow, Connell
Cranston, Callum Best for building and taking down
the layout at shows, Stuart Neilson, for modelling,
Brian Smith, for the control panel, Celia Melvin,
curtains, Gregor Macfarlane and Kyle Stewart,
operations, the owners of Frasers Bar, Caldwell’s,
Newsagents, The Ritz Cafe, Ken Dalton, DIY, and
Mapes Toys & Cycle Hire, Millport, Isle of Cumbrae,
for freedom of access for research, Stamperland
Parish Church for access for construction and
storage, and to Kytes Lights, Isle of Wight for their
support in making specialised street lights.
I would also like to make mention of the assistance
received from members of the new Cumbrae Parish
Church, when approached for permission to measure the
external aspects of their new building. I was told that t
was unnecessary and was instead given the architects
drawings with which to work with as they had no further
use for them. This was the level of assistance and
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support received from all the people in Millport when
asking for details.
Unfortunately, the new church building would be too
large for the space I have on the layout, but I might
just make it anyway as a winter project later in 2020.
My wife has always been supportive of my hobby,
for which I am eternally grateful, and who is
regularly in the background feeding folks and
allowing parts of the house to be cluttered with
railway “stuff” during construction in the winter
months.
The layout is not finished, and we all know they
usually never are, but there are one or two blank
spots where plans are in mind to tackle with proposed
features.
End of part 1
Part 2 Ochitildhu Goes on Holiday
Over the past two years I had watched this project
take shape in a corner of a farmers field next to the
primary school following the decision to decant from
their former church due to a number of factors, least
of all not having the income to keep it in operation.
A committee was formed and whilst I do not know
the details of how they went about the business of
achieving a new church build, suffice to say it was
not without a lot of hard work, much fund raising and
grant applications as well as loans, but they
succeeded despite some voices of dissent and
expressions of “there were other options”.
The building is a single story one size fits all church
with one anti room, kitchen, toilets and storage
facilities as well as housing the necessary plant for
heating. It could be regarded as stage one of their
achievements but until such times as loans are repaid,
it will take some time before a desired additional hall
can be built to accommodate the various
organisations associated with the church.
Having a very minor connection with the new church,
I came up with an idea which I thought might
normally be laughed at, and this was to offer the
Ochitildhu layout for exhibition for a week in July
and possibly one week in August 2019 to raise funds
for their new hall project, either by entry fee or
donation.
Much to my surprise it was all agreed and arranged
for a week in July and a friend from Millport
volunteered to come to Glasgow and take the layout
there and back. I have several friends in the town,
some I have known since teenage years and others

who have settled in Millport for their retirement, one
of the latter whom I contacted with my idea to see if
it was feasible and he agreed to take it forward.
His name is Bill Lindsay and he and his wife Meg
were former members of the church in which I am a
member in Glasgow. Bill is the only G Scaler
resident on the island and was also keen to help with
running the layout when he could spare the days, so a
staffing plan was prepared on the back of an envelope
and ignored. We did draw the line at delivering hymn
books in open wagons on a Sunday.
My plan was to travel back and forth each day to
Millport in the hope that it would be workable using
public transport throughout.
The week in question turned out to be a rare
heatwave and technically went against us as people
were not expected to come off the beach for a model
railway show two streets behind the front. However,
we did have a steady stream of visitors all week
including the Minister who took control of the trains
one day whilst I had my lunch.
Travelling up and down to Millport that week was a
dream. I had to use two trains, a ferry and a bus each
way to get there and back, but over a seven day
period every form of transport worked to time
throughout, and a 10 minute sail on the top of a car
ferry twice a day was the most unusual aspect of it
all. It is seven minutes’ walk to my local station, 7
minutes from Largs station to the ferry and seven
minutes to the Church from the stop on the front.
Now you may think this was a rather expensive thing
to do as opposed to a room in an hotel for the week,
but I will however reveal all.
I worked all my life for British Rail/Scotrail, so have
free rail and ferry travel and as a pensioner in
Scotland, free bus travel as well. My only problem
with those journeys was getting past a shop in Largs
which sold bacon rolls and coffee at a ridiculously
low price compared to others.
I was asked to return in 2020 and readily agreed, if
the same logistics could be achieved, but at the time
of writing, I doubt if it will be achievable because of
the Covid 19 virus. I am up for it in 2021 though!!!
I hope you have enjoyed this little tale of a mixture of
imagination, nonsense, reality and fact.
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NEXT GENERATION UNIVERSAL SOUNDCARDS FOR ONLY $99
For battery radio control or track power. Easy screwdriver installation. Remote control, available
separately, enables adjustments without dismantling the loco.
For Steam … synchronised, load sensitive chuff, 16 variable plain and chime
whistles, bell, safety valve, live steam injector, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle,
brake squeal and Westinghouse brake pump.
For Heavy Diesels … 6 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 6 variable horns,
bell, brake release, engine start/stop, brake squeal, “All aboard”, guard’s whistle
and switchable turbocharger.
For Light Diesels … Soundcard with 100% recorded sounds including selectable horns,
brakes, two engines, guard, start up and shut down
For Electric Traction for locos and multiple units with 5 horns, 4 motor sounds, 2
compressors, brake release and more.
For Trams and Streetcars … with 3 bells/gongs, 8 horns/air whistles,
buzzer, brake and rail squeal, 3 compressors
and two motor sounds.

NEW

NEW

For Railbuses … 2 adjustable, load sensitive engine types, 5 horns, bell,
brake release, engine start/stop, etc.

www.mylocosound.com

Available from
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
Phone: 03 551 2142 or 021 2646 945

Stock now on available in New Zealand
The 12th New Zealand Garden Railway
Convention hosted by the Christchurch Garden
Railway Group will be held over Waitangi
Weekend, 6-8 February 2021 based at the
Russley Golf Club Conference Centre,
Stableford Green, Christchurch. This is situated
off Memorial Avenue, less than 10 minutes from
Christchurch International Airport and close to
numerous Hotels, Motels and BnBs.
A full programme of clinics, hands on
workshops, layout visits and social times
together with Buy, Sell and Swap tables will be
provided. All meals will be professionally catered.
To receive personal updates, and Registration Forms, advise your name and contact details to :
2021ngrc@culcreuchfold.org.nz or 2021 Convention 3 Church Street, Rangiora 7400
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Crest Revolution Remote Control System for G
Scale Battery Power
Sold as Transmitter Only, Transmitter and Receiver,
Sound Decoder Only, or Transmitter and Power Pack
for Track Power
Sounds, and operation controlled by push buttons
Handheld can hold up to 50 locos
Can be wired to any G Scale Locomotive, or plug-nplay for Aristo craft Locomotives
NZ DistributorContact:
Phone: (04) 2338555
Email: sales@mackstrack.co.nz

Sunset Valley Railroad
Thinking of going pneumatic for your switch (turnout)
operation? Our comprehensive system is simple to install
and use, and it has proven to be very reliable in service
with all metal components, not plastic. Compatible with
the old Del-Air and E-Z Aire systems. Nearly every
product made in the USA
www.sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
pete@sunsetvalleyrailroad.com
+1 253 862 6748
New Zealand distributor
Culcreuch Fold Garden Railway Model Supplies
cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Phone: 03 551 2142

COMING EVENTS
May 31 –June 1 2020
July 4-5 2020
July 11-12 2020
July 18-19 2020
October 3-4 2020
February 6-8 2021
May 30- June 5 2021
2022
2023

CANCELLED Model Train Show, Hastings.
CANCELLED Ashburton Model Train Show
Hobby Expo, Taupo
Mercury Bay MRC Exhibition
The BIG Model Train Show, Christchurch
12th NZ Garden Railway Convention, Christchurch
36th Garden Railway Convention, Nashville, TN, USA
37th Garden Railway Convention, Denver, CO, USA
38h Garden Railway Convention, Santa Clara CA, USA

Quality 45 mm gauge brass track for indoor or outdoor use. Code 332 rail
compatible with all overseas tracks
Now available in 5ft (1.5m) lengths, comprising 2 lengths of rail, plastic
sleepers with two rail joiners, for only $53.00, plus postage, at cost. Track is in
“Kit form”.
Why pay $80.00 or more for imported track when you can purchase locally.
Postage is the most cost efficient method to send the track. 3m lengths also
available, but need to be shipped by truck.
North Island orders will be despatched from Auckland.
Contact: Graeme Quayle Phone 09 416 7600 gray.quayle@xtra.co.nz
South Island orders will be despatched from Rangiora.
Contact: Ian C Galbraith Phone 03 551 2142 cfgrms@culcreuchfold.org.nz
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Club Events and Contacts
Auckland:
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: Auckland Garden Railway Society Inc Email: gardenrailauckland@gmail.com
Philip Sharp, Ph: 09 600 2157

Waikato:
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: GROW: Garden Railway Operators of Waikato. Email: sandnlipsey@gmail.com
Stefan Lipsey, P O Box 612, Waikato Mail Centre, Hamilton, 3240, Ph: 07 859 3650

Wairarapa:
Nothing planned until at least September
Club Contact: Wairarapa Garden Railway Group. Email: Lloyd.dickens@wise.net.nz
C/- Lloyd Dickens, 55 Titoki Street, Masterton. Ph 06 370 3790.

Wellington:
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
Club Contact: Wellington Garden Railway Group. Email: cdrowley@xtra.co.nz
Coordinator: Chris Drowley, 47 Chester Road, Tawa 5028, Ph: 0274 496 907

Christchurch:
Running Days/Meetings cancelled until further notice
NOTE: The AGM has been postponed to a date to be advised.
Club Contact: Christchurch Garden Railway Group: Email: Secy@culcreuchfold.org.nz
Secretary/Treasurer: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400 Ph 03 5512142
President: Andrew Wilson, 021 273 3047
The Garden Whistle is published monthly by the Christchurch Garden Railway Group and features news from various
G scale Groups in New Zealand.
Each club is a separate identity and the contact details may be found above.
Contributions of articles and/or photos are always welcome. Photos should be sent as separate jpg attachments.
The views expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of the Editor, Executive, or members of the
Christchurch Garden Railway Group
Editor: Ian C Galbraith, 3 Church Street, RANGIORA 7400.
Email: GW@culcreuchfold.org.nz

